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Discovering the Som atotopk Organization of the  
M otor Areas of the Medial W all using Low- 

Frequency BOLD Fluctuations

Franco Cauda,'’̂ * Geminiani Giuliano,'’̂  D ’Agata Federico, 
Duca Sergio,' and Sacco Katiuscia'’̂

Abstract: This study explored the somatotopy of the motor areas of the medial wall of the cerebral 
hemisphere, in the human brain. In a sample of 16 healthy participants, we drew 9 regions of interest 
(ROI) over the primary motor area (Ml), each corresponding to a well-known somatic representation. 
Using functional magnetic resonance imaging, we investigated the resting state functional connectivity 
between each selected ROI and the motor areas of the medial wall. The main finding was the identifi
cation of a rostrocaudal gradient of connectivity in which the more we move from cranial to caudal 
body representation areas in M l, the more the corresponding connected area in the medial wall is 
shifted rostrocaudally, confirming the somatotopic schema found in the SMA. We also reanalyzed data 
obtained in a previous experiment, we performed using hand and foot motor tasks; the reanalysis con
sisted in traditional BOLD and functional connectivity analyses. Finally, we performed a meta-analysis 
of 28 studies of hand and foot motor tasks, mapping their cerebral representations using the tools pro
vided by the Brainmap database. All data converge in confirming a somatotopic representation of the 
medial wall motor areas, with hand representation placed more rostrally and ventrally than that of the 
foot. Hum Brain Mapp 32:1566-1579, 2011. e 2010 W iiey-Liss, inc.

Keywords: motor areas; medial wall; supplementary motor area; SMA; cingulate motor areas; resting 
state; functional connectivity; seed voxel correlation; functional magnetic resonance 
imaging; fMRI; somatotopy

IN T R O D U C T IO N

Ever since they were first identified, the motor areas of 
the medial wall have remained, in large part, a mystery. 
Originally the only recognized motor area in the mesial 
face of the brain was the supplementary motor area 
(SMA), located in the medial portion of Brodmann's 
cytoarchitectonic area 6 [Penfield and Welch, 1951; 
Woolsey et al., 1952]. This knowledge was derived 
through electrical stimulation of the cortical surface of the 
human brain during surgery for brain tumors. We now 
know of five premotor areas, located in subfields of Brod
mann's areas 6, 23, and 24. These premotor areas include 
the SMA, the pre-SMA [Rizzolatti et a l, 1996; Tanji 1996],



and three areas located within the cingulate sulcus—the 
rostral, dorsal, and ventral cingulate motor areas (CMAr, 
CM Ad, and CMAv, respectively). The SMA and pre-SMA 
are located in the dorsomedial frontal cortex, rostrally to 
the leg representation of the primary motor cortex (Ml). 
The SMA is located caudal to the vertical projection of the 
commissure, while the pre-SMA lies rostral to this line. 
The three cingulate motor areas are located within the 
homonym sulcus: the CMAr and CMAv in the ventral 
bank of the sulcus and the CMAd in the dorsal bank; each 
cingulate motor area corresponds to a different cytoarchi- 
tectonic field.

The somatotopic organization of the motor areas of the 
medial wall was originally studied in nonhuman primates 
by observing movements evoked by intracortical microsti
mulation [Luppino et al., 1991; Mitz and Wise, 1987], or by 
comparing the distribution of labeled neurons after tracer 
injections into distinct segments of the spinal cord [He 
et al., 1995]. Intracortical stimulation studies found a ros- 
trocaudal progression of orofacial, forelimb, and hindlimb 
movement representations within the SMA; distinct fore
limb and hindlimb motor areas have also been identified 
in the CMAd [He et a l, 1995; Luppino et al., 1991] and in 
the CMAv [He et al., 1995]. In humans, few studies have 
used electrical stimulation of the cortex (e.g.. Fried et al., 
1991; Lim et al., 1994; Yazawa et al., 2000; for a review 
Allison et al., 1996]: these studies are clearly limited to 
those patients needing implantation of subdural electrodes 
for clinical reasons—assessing or treating drug-resistant 
epilepsy. Their results confirmed a somatotopic organiza
tion of the SMA with the lower extremities represented 
caudally, the head and face rostrally, and the upper 
extremities between these two regions; by contrast, pre- 
SMA does not appear to have a somatotopic organization. 
A surgical study correlated the clinical symptoms 
observed after SMA removal with the extent of the resec
tion [Fontaine et al., 2002], and found the location of the 
motor deficit to correspond to SMA somatotopy. Neuroi
maging techniques, being less or not invasive, can be used 
more extensively. Some positron emission tomography

Abbreviations

BOLD blood oxygenation level dependent
CMA Cingulate motor areas
PC functional connectivity
GS global signal
LFBF low-frequency BOLD fluctuations
M l prim ary motor area
rms root m ean square
ROI region of interest
rsFC resting state functional connectivity
rs-fMRI resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging
SD standard deviation
SMA Supplem entary motor area
W M  white matter

(PET) studies have suggested that there is somatotopy in 
the SMA [Colebatch et al., 1991; Grafton et al., 1993] and 
in the CMA [Grafton et al., 1993], with index finger 
responses dorsal to shoulder responses. However, other 
PET experiments have been unable to map spatially dis
tinct regions of activation within these regions [Matelli 
et al., 1993], and the results of a meta-analysis of human 
PET studies [Picard and Strick, 1996] were not so clear-cut, 
showing partial overlap of arm and hand representations 
within both the SMA and the CMA.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) motor 
paradigms have been used to explore the somatotopic or
ganization of the medial wall [Chainay et al., 2004; Mayer 
et al., 2001; Rijntjes et al., 1999]; the latter study confirmed 
the rostral-caudal organization of the motor areas of the 
medial wall found in previous human and nonhuman pri
mate studies, but contradicted the dorso-ventral organiza
tion found in nonhuman cortical stimulation studies. With 
a different perspective, Rijntjes et al. suggested that soma
totopy in secondary structures in human motor system 
can be defined functionally and not on the basis of ana
tomical representation. An alternative novel approach in 
fMRI studies considers the low frequency oscillations 
(<0.1 Hz) of the BOLD signal in the resting state. As such 
oscillations show a high level of coherence between multi
ple anatomically separate brain regions, they are assumed 
to reflect functional connections between areas [Fox and 
Raichle, 2007; Greicius et al., 2003; Van Dijk et al., 2010]. 
These correlating resting state patterns have consistently 
been found between regions of well-known functional net
works, such as the motor, visual and auditory networks 
(e.g. Damoiseaux et al., 2006; De Luca et al., 2006; van de 
Ven et al., 2004].

The resting state functional connectivity (rsFC) method 
can be efficiently applied to explore the somatotopy of the 
motor structures of the medial wall. The presence of ana
tomical and functional connections between M l and the 
premotor medial areas has been demonstrated in both 
nonhuman primate studies (e.g.. He et al., 1995; Morecraft 
and Van Hoesen, 1992; for a review see Dum and Strick,
2002] and human studies using electrical stimulation (e.g., 
Matsumoto et al., 2007] and combinations of different tech
niques (for some good examples see [fohansen-Berg et al., 
2004], combining diffusion tensor imaging and fMRI; [Fox 
et al., 1997] and [Siebner et al., 2000] both combining trans- 
cranial magnetic stimulation and PET). Functional connec
tivity (EC) has been used very recently to parcellate SMA 
and pre-SMA, based on the similarity of their connection 
to the whole brain, as reflected by correlation during rest
ing state [Kim et al., 2009], as well as to explore the corre
lations of rostral and caudal cingulate motor areas with 
the rest of the brain [Habas, 2010]. In this work, we used 
resting state functional connectivity in an alternative fash
ion: starting from the well-known topography of the pri
mary motor cortex [Penfield and Boldrey, 1937; Penfield 
and Rasmussen, 1950], we explored the functional connec
tions between each somatotopic subregion of M l and the



premotor areas of the medial wall. A similar methodology 
was recently used to investigate the interhemispheric func
tional connections of different subregions of the primary 
motor cortex [van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2009]. In 
particular, we segmented the M l of each participant into 
nine ROIs, from the foot representation area to the tongue 
area, and we extracted the mean time course from each 
ROI. We then correlated this time course with all the vox
els of the brain's medial wall and represented the results 
in 2D and 3D fashion.

In sum, the aim of the work is to shed light on the 
somatotopy of the motor areas of the medial wall using 
this novel technique. Indeed, so far data on the dorsoven
tral organization coming from nonhuman cortical stimula
tion studies and those obtained through neuroimaging 
techniques are contradictory. As far as the rostrocaudal or
ganization is concerned, it has been found in both human 
and nonhuman primate studies but traditional neuroimag
ing experiments have been limited to the investigation of a 
few somatic regions at a time; instead, the approach we 
use in this work allows us to explore the somatotopy of all 
body parts, as it does not require the performance of any 
task. Thus, we intend to demonstrate the rostrocaudal 
sequence of face, hand, and foot in the motor areas of the 
medial wall, as well as the dorsoventral organization 
found in animal studies.

Moreover, to further validate our data, we performed 
three supplementary experiments, i.e., we compared the 
results of the this study with:

i. Traditional task-related activations and (ii) FC during 
a motor task. To these aims, we analyzed data 
acquired during a previous study by our research 
group [Sacco et al., 2009] in which healthy subjects 
performed hand and foot motor tasks,

iii. The results of recent works mapping the motor rep
resentation of hand and foot: to this aim, we per
formed a meta-analysis of 28 studies of hand and 
foot motor tasks using the tools provided by the 
Brainmap database [Laird et al., 2005].

M ATERIALS A N D  M E T H O D S

Resting State fMRI Study

Participants

Resting state fMRI study: sixteen right-handed healthy 
nine women and seven men; age range =  23-75, mean age 
=  51 years), free of neurological or psychiatric disorders, 
not taking any form of medication known to alter brain ac
tivity, and with no history of drug or alcohol abuse, par
ticipated in the study. Written informed consent was 
obtained from each subject, in accordance with the Decla
ration of Helsinki; the study was approved by our institu
tional committee on ethical use of human subjects. The

fMRI study was performed at the Ospedale Koelliker in 
Turin (Italy).

Task and image acquisition

Subjects were instructed simply to keep their eyes 
closed, think of nothing in particular, and not to fall 
asleep. After the scanning session, the participants were 
asked if they had fallen asleep during the scan in order to 
possibly exclude those who gave positive or doubtful 
answers.

Images were acquired on a 1.5 Tesla INTERA™ scanner 
(Philips Medical Systems) with a SENSE high-field, high- 
resolution (MRIDC) head coil optimized for functional 
imaging. Resting state functional T2* weighted images 
were acquired using echoplanar (EPI) sequences, with a 
repetition time (TR) of 2,000 ms, an echo time (TE) of 50 
ms, and a 90° flip angle. The acquisition matrix was 64 x 
64, with a 200 mm field of view (EoV). A total of 200 vol
umes were acquired, with each volume consisting of 19 
axial slices, parallel to the anterior-posterior (AC-PC) com
missure; slice thickness was 4.5 mm with a 0.5 mm gap. 
To reach a steady-state magnetization before acquiring the 
experimental data, two scans were added at the beginning 
of functional scanning: the data from these scans were 
discarded.

A set of three-dimensional high-resolution Ti-weighted 
structural images was acquired during a single session for 
each participant, using a Fast Field Echo (FEE) sequence, 
with a 25 ms TR, an ultra-short TE and a 30° flip angle. 
The acquisition matrix was 256 x 256, the FoV was 256 
mm. The set consisted of 160 contiguous sagittal images 
covering the whole brain. In-plane resolution was 1 x 1  
mm^ and slice thickness 1 mm ( 1 x 1 x 1  mm^ voxels).

D a ta  analysis

BOLD imaging data were analyzed using the BrainVoy- 
ager QX 2.0 software (Brain Innovation, Maastricht, Hol
land). Functional images were preprocessed as follows to 
reduce artifacts [Miezin et al., 2000]: (i) slice scan time cor
rection was performed using a sine interpolation algo
rithm; (ii) 3D motion correction was applied: using a 
trilinear interpolation algorithm, all volumes were spatially 
aligned to the first volume by rigid body transformations 
and the roto-translation information was saved for subse
quent processing; (iii) spatial smoothing was performed 
using a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm FWHM; (iv) temporal fil
tering (linear trend removals) was used to reduce cardiac 
and respiratory noise, and a band pass filter of 0.01-0.08 
Hz, used as described [Biswal et al., 1995; Greicius et al.,
2003], showed that the 0.01-0.08 Hz frequency range had 
the greatest power in revealing the underlying connectiv
ity [Achard et al., 2006; Biswal et al., 1995; Fransson, 2006; 
Greicius et al., 2009; Hagmann et al., 2008; Vincent et al., 
2007].



Figure I .
Example ROI used fo r the seed voxel correlation analysis. [C o lo r figure can be viewed in the 
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Preprocessing was followed by a series of steps to facili
tate accurate anatomical localization of brain activity and 
inter-subject averaging. For each subject, the slice-based 
functional scan was coregistered with the 3D high-resolu- 
tion structural scan, and the 3D structural data-set was 
transformed into Talairach space [Talairach and Toumoux, 
1988] by translating the cerebrum and rotating it in the 
ACPC plane to identify the borders of the cerebrum. 
Finally, using the anatomo-functional coregistration matrix 
and the determined Talairach reference points, the func
tional time course of each subject was transformed into 
Talairach space, and the volume time course was created.

Selection of ROIs

We segmented each subject's gray matter (GM) and 
drew nine 5 x 5 x 5  mm^ bilateral cubic seed ROIs over 
the 3D renderized M l surface of each subject in an equi- 
spaced fashion starting from the dorsomedial region of M l 
(foot area) and ending in the ventrolateral region of M l 
(tongue area) (See Fig. 1). The ROIs were carefully 
delineated to avoid the problem of multicollinearity due to 
their excessive proximity. To circumvent the same prob
lem, the maximum number of nine bilateral ROIs was cho
sen following the empirical suggestions of Zhang et al. 
[2008]. A sample set of ROIs designed over the reference 
3D template is given in Supporting Information Table SI.

Functional Connectivity Analysis

The first step in all FC analyses was to extract BOLD 
time courses from each ROI by averaging over voxels

within each region. Several nuisance covariates were 
included in our analyses to control for the effects of physi
ological processes, such as fluctuations related to cardiac 
and respiratory cycles [Bandettini and Bullmore, 2008; Birn 
et al., 2008; Napadow et al., 2008] and motion. Specifically, 
we included nine additional covariates that modeled nui
sance signals from white matter (WM), Global signal (GS) 
[Fox et al., 2009] and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), as well as 
six motion parameters [Van Dijk et al., 2010].

All seed-based predictors were z-normalized; temporal 
autocorrelation correction [Woolrich et al., 2001] was used. 
Seed ROI-driven FC maps were computed on a voxel-wise 
basis for each previously selected region. The individual 
participant multiple regression analysis was carried out 
using the general linear model (GLM) [Friston, 2007] and 
resulted in a t-based map (SPMt) FDR corrected [Benja- 
mini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002] for multi
ple comparisons (cj <  0.05, cluster threshold K >  10 voxels 
in the native resolution).

Group Statistical Map

To map the rostrocaudal and dorsoventrai shift of each 
ROI-related connected cluster we collected the coordinates 
of the center of mass of each subject's medial wall cluster 
and compared them using a separate one-way ANOVA 
with Tukey's HSD post hoc test (coordinates value as the 
dependent and ROI as the factor of interest) for each axis.

Group images showed in Figure 2 and Supporting Infor
mation Figure S4 were obtained using a fixed-effect group- 
level analysis (FFX) using BrainVoyager QX 2.0. Correc
tions for multiple comparisons were performed using FDR
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Figure 2.
Clusters of LFBF connectivity o f the medial wall, each color represents a different ROI-related 
pattern (multi-subject, FFX q < 0.05 FDR corrected, minimum voxel size K >  10 voxels in the 
native resolution). [C o lo r figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

correction [Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 
2002] (q <  0.05, cluster threshold K >  10 voxels in the 
native resolution); the resulting maps were then projected 
on a 2D representation of the brain using BrainVoyager 
QX. Movement was assessed by summing the deviations 
(three translations plus three rotations at a radius of 50 
mm) used to compensate for head motion within fMRI. 
The result refers to the head movement root mean square 
(rms) mm averaged over subjects. Pearson's bivariate coef
ficient for movement and age was calculated with SPSS 13.

To inspect possible age or gender effects on the rsFC maps, 
we conducted a correlational analysis between each subject- 
specific ROI-generated map, age and gender using the 
ANCOVA analysis tool implemented in BrainVoyager QX.

Reliability Test

To evaluate the spatial consistency of functional connec
tivity patterns across subjects, we computed the Split-half 
reliability index: we calculated the reliability coefficient 
using the Spearman Brown [Brown, 1910; Spearman, 1910]

formula, Tsh ~  where the term r^, in our case, is the 
spatial similarity of the maps obtained from two randomly 
selected, equally numerous subgroups. The term is a 
measure of the intersection of two fuzzy sets, the Sorensen 
index [Sorensen, 1948], defined as: QS =  where A and 
B are the elements in sample A and B, respectively, and C 
is the number of elements shared by the two samples (this 
is equivalent to Dice metric).

Task-Related Activations and FC During 
M otor Tasks

Subjects

Eight right-handed and right-footed healthy volunteers 
(four women and four men; age range =  20.8-34.8, mean 
age =  27 years) free of neurological or psychiatric disor
ders, not taking any form of medication known to alter 
brain activity, and with no history of drug or alcohol 
abuse, participated in the study. Written informed consent 
was obtained from each subject, in accordance with the



Declaration of Helsinki; the study was approved by our 
Institutional Committee on Ethical Use of Human Subjects 
(see Supporting Information for methodological details).

F oot task.. In the active condition, subjects moved their 
right foot and left foot alternately. In the rest condition, 
they had to relax, without performing any movements. 
The movements they were required to perform were plan- 
tarflexion (downward) and dorsiflexion (upward), which 
implied extension and flexion of the ankle joint. Move
ments were performed at 0.5 Hz, as this rate is similar to 
that of ankle movements during walking.

Hand Task.. In the active condition, subjects moved their 
right hand and left hand alternately. In the rest condition, 
they had to relax, without performing any movements. 
The movement consisted of the flexion and extension of 
the four fingers (thumb excluded) conjointly. Movements 
were performed at 0.5 Hz. The stimuli were visual and 
represented two hands.

Eor both tasks, the amplitude and speed of movements 
were taught to participants before entering the scanner 
and then controlled by an observer looking into the scan
ner; all participants were very accurate in both amplitude 
and speed (the number of individual movements differed 
maximally by two movements at the end of the experi
ment for both the hand and the foot task).

BO LD activation

The multi-subject design matrix was specified and each 
defined boxcar was convolved with a predefined hemody
namic response function (HRE) to account for the hemody
namic delay. A statistical analysis using the General 
Linear Model with separate study predictors was per
formed on the group to yield functional activation maps. 
A mask including Brodmann's areas 4, 5, 6, 7, 23, 24, 31 
was created with an in-house script (see Supporting Infor
mation) and used in the subsequent analysis. Eixed-effect 
group-level analyses were conducted using BrainVoyager 
QX 2.0. Corrections for multiple comparisons were per
formed using Bonferroni correction (P <  0.05, cluster 
threshold K >  10 voxels in the native resolution); the 
resulting maps were then projected on a 3D representation 
of the brain using the BrainVoyager QX cortical tool. See 
Supporting Information for a more detailed explanation.

Functional connectivity during the m otor task. We meas
ured functional connectivity using the seed voxel method 
for the foot task. Eor each subject, we selected two bilateral 
clusters of 5 x 5 x 5 mm^ contiguous seed voxels within 
the primary somatomotor cortex. The location of the ROI 
was chosen by selecting the peak voxel of the task-related 
activity (GLM, boxcar function convolved with the two 
gamma hemodynamic functions, results Bonferroni cor
rected) in the precentral gyrus. The cluster seed included 
the voxel with the most task-related activity in the foot 
task, and significant voxels surrounding it. Time courses

at each voxel of the seed cluster were averaged. Next, the 
time course for the seed voxel cluster was correlated with 
every other voxel time course in the brain. Voxel time 
courses correlating significantly (P <  0.05 corrected for 
multiple comparisons using Bonferroni correction) were 
considered to be functionally connected. See Supporting 
Information for a more detailed explanation.

Eixed-effect group-level analyses were conducted using 
BrainVoyager QX 2.0. Corrections for multiple comparisons 
were performed using Bonferroni correction (P <  0.05, clus
ter threshold K >  10 voxels in the native resolution); the 
resulting maps were then projected on a 2D representation 
of the brain using the BrainVoyager QX cortical tool.

Literature  Meta-Analysis 

Selection o f  studies

Studies for hand and foot motor execution were selected 
using the BrainMap Database [Laird et al., 2005]. Brain- 
Map is a community accessible database which archives 
peaks coordinates from published neuroimaging studies, 
along with the corresponding metadata that summarize 
the experimental design. At the moment BrainMap con
tains 1,928 papers generated by 9,036 experiments express
ing 81 paradigm classes; those papers indicates 72,592 
local maxima of activations (locations).

Peer-reviewed articles involving hand and foot motor exe
cution published in English between 1990 and 2009 were 
selected from the search results of the Brainmap database. A 
total of 28 studies were included in the meta-analysis. Eor 
further details see Supporting Information Table S2.

Activation likelihood estimation

To summarize the results of the database searches, we 
used the activation likelihood estimation (ALE). ALE anal
ysis is a quantitative voxel-based meta-analysis method 
which can be used to estimate consistent activation across 
different imaging studies (Laird, 2005 #747). ALE maps of 
coactivations are derived on the basis of foci of interest, 
where multiple studies have reported statistically signifi
cant peaks activation. To limit the inter-subject and inter
laboratory variability typical of neuroimaging studies, we 
used an algorithm which estimates the spatial uncertainty 
of each focus taking into account the possible differences 
among studies. This algorithm was preferred to a prespe
cified EWHM as in the original ALE approach. The 
advantage of such an algorithm is that it comprises a 
method to calculate the above-chance clustering between 
experiments (i.e., random effects analysis, REX), rather 
than between foci [fixed effects analysis, EEX, (Eickhoff, 
2009 #465)]. ALE maps were computed at an EDR-cor- 
rected threshold o i  q <  0.05; minimum cluster dimension 
K >  100 mm^, visualized using Mricron (http: /  / www. 
cabiatl.com/mricro/mricron) and BrainVoyager QX 2.1 
(Goebel, 2006 #748).



Figure 3.
Center of mass rostrocaudal shift of each ROI-related connected clus
te r Upper panel shows the shift over the Yaxis of each subject’s cen
te r of mass (blue line) and the moving mean (white line, mean of 5 
consecutive points). Lower panel shows the shift over the Y axis of

the mean center of mass (blue line) and the confidence level (white 
error bar). *  Significant differences between two adjacent ROI (P <  
0.05). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is avail
able at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

RESULTS

Results of the Resting State fMRI Study

Movement was assessed by summing the deviations 
used to compensate for head motion within the MR scan
ner. The overall quantity of movement was rms 0.27 ±
0.09 mm (mean ±  standard deviation) for the 16 subjects; 
there was no correlation between head movement and age 
(Pearson bivariate coefficient 0.11, P =  0.68). Hence, we 
excluded the influence of this confounding factor. We 
found no significant correlation between age or gender 
and rsFC maps, q <  0.05 FDR corrected cluster threshold 
K >  5 voxels in the native resolution [Benjamini and Hoch
berg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002]. The reliability test indi
cated good-to-high reliability for our results (r̂ b >  0.69, 
mean 0.77, see Supporting Information Table S3).

No subjects were excluded on the basis of having 
reported falling asleep during the scanning session

The spatial resolution of our data did not permit us to 
consider each premotor area separately; our data are thus

presented considering all the medial wall motor areas to
gether. The results are represented over a 2D plane pass
ing through the Talairach X  =  0 coordinate. Areas of 
significant connectivity (cj <  0.05 FDR corrected, cluster 
threshold K >  10 voxels) were found over Brodmann's 
areas 4, 5, 6, 7, 24, and 31. See Figure 2, Supporting Infor
mation Figure S4 for the multi-subject maps and Support
ing Information Table S4-S12 for the list of all the centers 
of gravity of all the single subjects (ROI 1 to 9). The medial 
wall areas found to be connected in some of our nine 
ROIs are the SMA, the precuneus, the paracentral lobule, 
CMAd, and CMAv. No significantly connected voxels 
were found in the CMAr and pre-SMA territory.

The main results can be summarized as follows:

1. Moving from dorsal to ventral M l regions (ROI 1 to 
9) we observed a shift in the center of mass of the 
connected clusters in the medial wall from the caudal 
to more rostral sites. Figure 3, Table I, and Supporting 
Information Tables S13 and S14 show this shift to be



TABLE I. Mean center of mass and volume of the 
medial wall areas correlated to each seed (Mean of each 

single-subject center of mass, q < 0.05 FDR corrected, 
cluster threshold K > 10 voxels in the native resolution)

ROI X

Center of gravity (TAL)

y Z Volume (mm^)

1 0 -2 5 .3 58 6,697
2 0 - 2 8 58.4 4,505
3 0 -2 5 .6 58 4,334
4 0 -2 2 .1 55.3 4,873
5 0 - 1 9 54.8 5,224
6 0 -2 0 .3 54.9 4,460
7 0 - 2 0 55 3,189
8 0 -1 9 .1 56.5 1,509
9 0 -1 9 .5 55.6 655

significant from body/leg to arm areas while it failed 
to reach significance in the face/head region.

2. We observed a shift in the center of mass of the con
nected clusters on the z (dorsoventral) axis: body and leg

motor regions are represented dorsally whereas arm and 
face areas are found more ventrally. See Figure 4, Table I 
and Supporting Information Tables S15 and S16.

3. The average volume of the connected clusters tend to 
decrease from the dorsal to ventral sites as shown in 
Supporting Information Figure S5

4. Some ROIs, such as 5 (located over the finger area), 6-7-8 
(located over the face area) show two activation peaks, 
both located close to the ventral border of BA 6, one dor
sal corresponding to the SMA, and one ventral, corre
sponding to the CMAd. The remaining ROIs show the 
dorsal (SMA) activation peak only. Supporting Informa
tion Figure S6 and Tables S17 and S18 show the distribu
tion of the ROIs with one and two peaks of activation.

Results of the Som atotopic Analysis of the  
m o tor paradigm

Both task-related motor activations and FC during 
motor tasks performed on eight healthy subjects (multi
subject FFX, P <  0.05 Bonferroni corrected, cluster

Face/Head

Dorsal

6  7 8 9

Ventral

Body/Leg

Face/Head

Figure 4.
Center of mass dorsoventral shift o f each ROI-related connected the Z  axis of the mean center of mass (red line) and the confi- 
clusten Upper panel shows the shift over the Z  axis o f each sub- dence level (white error bar). Asterisks show significant shifts in 
ject’s center of mass (red line) and the moving mean (white line, the post hoc ANOVA comparison. [Color figure can be viewed in 
mean of 5 consecutive points). Lower panel shows the shift over the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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FC during IVIotor Task IVIotor Task

Results o f meta-analysis, FC during m otor task and task-related 
activations. Left panel shows the ALE results o f the meta-analy- 
sis o f 28 papers regarding hand and foo t m otor tasks. Blue clus
ters: foo t activations, red clusters: hand activations (q < 0.05 
FDR corrected, K > 100 mm^, 5000 iterations). Center panel 
shows the FC during hand and foo t m otor task. Blue clusters: 
foo t connectivity, red clusters: hand connectivity (multi-subject, 
FFX q < 0.05 Bonferroni corrected, minimum voxel size K >  10

Figure 5.
voxels in the native resolution). Right panel shows the activa
tions o f hand and foo t m otor tasks. Blue clusters: foo t activa
tions, red clusters: hand activations (multi-subject, FFX q < 0.05 
Bonferroni corrected, minimum voxel size K >  10 voxels in the 
native resolution). Arrows are aimed to  indicate the supplemen
tary activation of each foot/hand clusters. [C o lor figure can be 
viewed in the online issue, which is available at 
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

threshold K >  10 voxels; see Supporting Information mate
rial for methodological details) confirmed the results of the 
rs-fMRI study (see above) and those of the meta-analysis 
(see below): the motor representation of the hand was 
found rostrally and ventrally to the foot area (See Fig. 5 
and Tables II and III and Supporting Information Table 
S19.), the volume of the foot area was higher than that of 
the hand area.

Using the results of the task-related motor activations as 
a localizer to identify the hand and foot motor representa
tion over the primary motor area, we found a good agree
ment with the ROIs we selected in the resting state fMRI 
study. Indeed the foot representation was found in corre
spondence of ROI 1 and the hand representation in corre
spondence of ROI 4 and 5.

Results of the  Meta-Analysis

The ALE meta-analysis of hand and foot movement 
tasks with 5000 iterations, q <  0.05 FDR corrected [Benja
mini and Hochberg, 1995; Genovese et al., 2002], cluster 
threshold K >  100 mm^, revealed that the center of mass 
of the hand ALE cluster is located rostrally and ventrally 
to the foot cluster (See Fig. 5 and Supporting Information 
Fig. S19). No information about the volume of the ALE- 
generated cluster can be inferred because the hand ALE 
estimates are generated from a much higher number of 
foci with respect to those of the foot. Indeed, this method 
is inherently sensitive to the number of data points 
sampled within a given volume: when the number of foci

increases, more voxels become significant, and the overall 
volume increases [Mayka et al., 2006].

D ISC U SS IO N

The rs-fMRI study we conducted provided a more com
plete picture of the somatotopy of the medial wall motor 
areas with respect to previous neuroimaging studies. 
Indeed, traditional neuroimaging experiments using PET 
or fMRI tasks were limited to the investigation of a few so
matic regions at a time (e.g., differentiating within-limb so
matic regions such as in Colebatch et al., 1991, and in 
Grafton et al., 1993, or comparing upper vs. lower limb 
specific movements such as in Mayer et al., 2001]; by con
trast, our rs-fMRI experiment allowed us to explore the

TABLE II. Center of mass and volume of the medial 
wall hand and foot task-related activations and FC 

during m otor task (multi-subject, FFX q <  0.05 
Bonferroni corrected, cluster threshold K > 10 voxels in 

the native resolution)

Center of gravity 
(TAL)

X y Z Volume (mm^)

Hand motor activation 0 - 3 45 7,720
Foot motor activation 0 - 1 6 53 82,291
Hand FC motor task 0 - 4 44 4,221
Foot FC motor task 0 -1 8 60 8,545



TABLE III. Center of mass and volume of the medial 
wall hand and foot clusters derived from a meta-analysis 

of the recent literature (Activation likelihood 
estimation; 5,000 iterations, q < 0.05 FDR corrected, 

cluster threshold K > 100 mm^. Source: Brainmap. 
Conversion from M NI coordinates performed with the 
Nonlinear Yale M NI to Talairach conversion algorithm)

W eighted Center (TAL)

X y Volume (mm^)

Hand
Foot

- 2
- 4

51
53

11,542
1,587

somatotopy of all body parts, as it did not require the per
formance of any task. More specifically, the rs-fMRI study 
showed a rostrocaudal gradient of connectivity in which 
the more we move from cranial to caudal body representa
tion areas in the M l, the more the corresponding connected 
area in the medial wall is shifted rostrocaudally, confirming 
the somatotopic schema found in the SMA of both nonhu
man and human subjects through intracortical stimulation 
techniques (see introduction), i.e., the rostrocaudal sequence 
of face, hand, and foot representations. We found this shift
ing to be significant from body/leg to arm areas, while it 
failed to reach significance in the face/head region.

Our rs-fMRI study also showed a shift in the center of 
mass of the connected clusters along the dorsoventral (z) 
axis: body and leg motor regions of M l are connected to 
more dorsal regions of the medial wall, while hand and 
face areas are connected to more ventral medial regions. 
This result was previously described by Luppino et al. (for 
a review see Luppino et al., 1991] and Rizzolatti et al. 
[1998]: in monkeys, the cingulate motor zone demonstrates 
a forelimb representation located on the ventral bank of 
the cingulate sulcus and a hindlimb representation located 
on the rostral bank. This finding is further supported by 
both the somatotopic analysis of our previous data and by 
the meta-analysis study we conducted. As we previously 
noted, a recent fMRI study failed to find such a dorsoven
tral organization in the CMA [Rijntjes et al., 1999]. How
ever, the work of Rijntjes et al. investigated a typical hand 
movement (signing) that subjects were asked to perform 
either with their hand or with their foot. Although they 
found overlapping areas of activation for the two tasks in 
the secondary sensorimotor cortex—corresponding to the 
hand anatomical representation—these possibly represent 
functional areas of a highly trained movement of the dom
inant hand: such functional representations have been 
probably coded in neuronal assemblies that have become 
part of the anatomical representation of the limb with 
which it is usually performed. Differently, our fMRI study 
used simple, non over-learned movements that directly 
addressed the somatotopic issue.

Besides, the volume of the connected clusters in the 
medial wall tends to decrease from the dorsal to ventral

sites: M l ventral sites, corresponding to the more cranial 
body representation areas (face and head) show smaller 
areas of connectivity, while dorsal sites (hand, foot) show 
bigger connected clusters. This may suggest a "core and 
surround" structure, where medial wall areas correspond
ing to head and face representation constitute the "core," 
progressively spreading while moving to more caudal 
body representation areas such as arms and legs-feet. A 
similar kind of structure was previously described in other 
areas of somatosensory cortices by Cipolloni and Pandya 
[1999] and seems to reflect some kind of structural connec
tivity. An alternative explanation could be related to distal 
vs. proximal body representation areas. Indeed, it has 
been found that, in each motor area, the size of the distal 
representation is comparable to or larger than the size of 
the proximal representation [He et al., 1995; Strick et al., 
1998]. Our finding is in line with such previous data. 
However, it has to be noted that rsFC tends to decrease as 
the distance between the seed ROI and the target region 
increases, and indeed the more we move from foot repre
sentation areas to face areas, the greater the distance 
between the seed ROI and the medial wall. Thus, it is 
essential to interpret this finding with caution.

Finally, some ROIs, such as 5 (located over the finger 
area), 6-7-8 (located over the face area) show two activation 
peaks, both located close to the ventral border of BA 6, one 
dorsal corresponding to the SMA [according to the bounda
ries defined by Mayka et al. [2006]], and one ventral, corre
sponding to the CMAd. The remaining ROIs show only the 
dorsal (SMA) activation peak. We speculated that this 
strong connectivity between the M l face area and CMA 
may be explained by postulating the ventral part of M l 
(face area) and CMA to be part of the same circuit, working 
together with the lateral part of the facial nucleus, to pro
vide the lower face motor innervation [Morecraft et al., 
2004]. Indeed, studies in nonhuman primates have demon
strated that the frontal and cingulate facial areas are selec
tively and reciprocally interconnected at the cortical level 
[Morecraft and Van Hoesen, 1992; Morecraft et al., 1996, 
2001; Muakkassa and Strick, 1979; Tokuno et al., 1997].

The results of the analysis of our previous motor-related 
data and those of the meta-analysis were concordant in 
defining the spatial positions of the upper limb (hand) and 
lower limb (foot) activations; moreover, they all showed 
the volume of activation to be bigger for hand rather than 
foot movement. In the results of the FC analysis of our 
previous data, as well as in those of the present rs-fMRI 
study, the center of mass of the foot representation in 
the medial wall was located more dorsally with respect to 
the results of the meta-analysis. This can be explained by 
the fact that the ROI that generates the lower limb (foot) 
connectivity is located in the medial wall, very close to the 
area of M l foot representation thus generating a unique 
big cluster comprising both areas.

As far as the connectivity between M l and the medial 
wall areas is concerned, taking together the results of the 
present rs-fMRI study, those of the traditional BOLD and



FC analyses of our previous data, and those of the meta
analysis, we confirmed the presence of a relationship 
between areas of M l known to carry a specific body repre
sentation and distinct areas of the medial wall: along the 
rostrocaudal axis, anatomically homologous areas of lateral 
motor cortices and medial motor cortices are observed to 
be connected with each other. Similarly, dorsoventral to 
rostrocaudal axis correlation was found between lateral to 
medial motor areas. No significantly connected voxels 
were found in the CMAr and pre-SMA territory: this is 
concordant with previous studies claiming that the pre- 
SMA is not connected with M l [Luppino et al., 1993].

To sum up, the main findings of the present research 
demonstrate a specific organization of the medial wall 
motor areas, with the upper limb representation placed 
more rostrally and ventrally than that of the lower limb. 
They substantiate the hypothesis that in humans the 
medial wall motor representations of the body are located 
in a somatotopic fashion following two different gradients: 
cranial body areas are located rostrally and ventrally while 
caudal body areas are located more caudally and dorsally. 
Besides, we further validated the utilization of the rsFC as 
a helpful tool to map the somatotopy of brain motor areas.

Although clusters of connectivity and task-related activ
ities allow us to identify a rough somatotopic organization 
in both SMA and CMA, our results also show a large 
overlap in the somatotopic organization. This finding sup
ports the hypothesis of a dynamic organization of medial 
wall motor areas, which suggests high functional plastic
ity; functional plasticity is necessary to support the role of 
SMA in planning multiple movements ahead (Tanji, 1994 
#761) in motor learning, but also in the regulation of motor 
performance, as suggested by the activity of SMA neurons 
related to adaptation of movements to a new dynamic 
environments (Padoa-Schioppa, 2004 #762). These consid
erations suggest that medial wall motor areas constitute 
the intersection of anatomical and functional representa
tions of movements [Rijntjes et al., 1999].The limit of our 
study resides in the relatively low resolution of our data. 
In fact, the spatial resolution of our data did not permit us 
to consider each premotor area separately, thus being 
unable to discriminate between SMA and CMA somato
topy. Different somatotopic images of the body have been 
described in nonhuman primates in both SMA, pre-SMA, 
and CMA; future research using high-resolution techni
ques is needed to disentangle the specific somatotopy of 
these premotor areas in humans.

Methodological Considerations

i. In our rs-fMRI study, the sample was heterogene
ous for age. Some studies have investigated func
tional connectivity in different age groups and 
found it to increase from childhood to adulthood 
[Fair et al., 2008: samples of 7-9-years-old children 
vs. adults) and decrease in elderly people [Damoi- 
seaux et al., 2008: over 70-years-old subjects). More

over, from adolescence to adulthood, effective 
connectivity between different networks seems to 
decrease while that within the same network seems 
to increase [Stevens et al., 2009: 12-30-years-old 
subjects). Although large, our sample did not 
include subjects of any age group where connectiv
ity changes have been demonstrated, such as chil
dren, adolescents or elderly people. Furthermore, 
the results of our rs-fMRI study are comparable to 
those obtained with the motor paradigm (data col
lected in our previous experiment), where there 
was a different, and more restricted, age distribu
tion. Finally, at a behavioral level, we found no cor
relation between age and head movements while in 
the scanner. For all these reasons, we believe our 
findings are unlikely to be biased by the heteroge
neity of age of our subjects.

ii. While physiological noise has been shown [Birn 
et al., 2008] to be correlated with rsFC patterns, the 
regression of nuisance correlations that can be esti
mated from the data (via white-matter, ventricular, 
and whole-brain signals) are sufficient to reduce 
artifacts associated with respiration and other sour
ces of spurious noise [Van Dijk et al., 2010]. Indeed 
it has recently been shown that sophisticated statisti
cal correction of both respiratory and heart rate cor
rection resulted in only minor changes in 
correlations among default mode network regions 
[van Buuren et al., 2009].

iii. Given the variable geometry of the clusters of con
nectivity found in the medial wall, instead of the 
peak activation, we considered the center of mass as 
a better reference, more properly capturing such 
complex geometry.

iv. Although intersubject variance has been considered 
in our primary rsFC analysis—aimed at discovering 
the presence of rostrocaudal and dorsoventral 
shifts—in all the confirmatory analysis we used a 
fixed effect analysis due to the limited number of 
subjects. Similarly, the ALE metaanalysis performed 
by GingerAle 1.0 can be seen as a fixed effect analy
ses. Nevertheless, the high reproducibility of our 
results (see the split-half reliability—Supporting In
formation Table S3) enable us to rule out the possi
bility that the observed patterns derived merely 
from random fluctuations, or were due to uninten
tional tasks performed by single subjects. In addi
tion, the results of the three types of investigations 
performed in the present paper are all congruent 
with each other, and in agreement with anatomical 
and functional data obtained in nonhumans as well 
as human primates.
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